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Simis and Vasconcelos 18, and 91 have introduced for any ideal, I, of finite type 
in a commutative ring, R, an associated module, 6(Z), which is an invariant of 1. 
(d(Z) measures the extent to which the Koszul complex of a set of generators of I 
gives one info~ation on the syzygies of the conormal module Z/p.) 
In this paper we show that b(Z) is isomorphic to H,(Z?, RIZ, R/f), the second 
Andre-Quillen homology of the R-algebra, R/Z (see [I]). One can obtain special 
cases of this result by combining alternative invariant formulations of 6(Z) (from 
[9]) with results of Andre, however the general case seems to be most easily proved 
by using crossed module techniques adapted from ideas of Lichtenbaum and 
Schlessinger [4] and from the corresponding theory in the category of groups. The 
only relatively deep results from the homology of commutative algebras that we 
shall use are necessary to identify the Lichtenbaum-Schlesinger homology group, 
Tz, with the corresponding AndnCQuillen homology, Hz. (A reference for this 
result is [ 1, p. 206, Proposition 123.) 0 1986 Academic ~rcss, Inc. 
1. CROSSED MODULES OF ALGEBRAS 
Let k be a fixed commutative ring, R a k-algebra with identity. We note 
that in what follows that k-algebras will not necessarily have identities 
unless this is specified. 
A crossed R-module (of commutative algebras) is an R-algebra C, 
together with an R-algebra morphism 3: C -+ R such that for all c, c’ E C, 
A morphism of crossed modules from a: C -+ R to a’: c’ -+ R’ is a pair of 
k-algebra morphisms #: C -+ c’, $: R + R’ such that 
&r-C)=ljfr~& 
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In the case where R = R’ and $ is the identity, we shall say that 4 is a 
crossed R-module morphism. Examples of crossed modules are: 
(i) Any ideal, 1, in R gives an inclusion map I+ R, which is a 
crossed module. Conversely, given any crossed R-module d: C + R, the 
image I= aC of C is an ideal in R. 
(ii) Any R-module M can be considered as an R-algebra with zero 
multiplication and hence M --+O R is a crossed R-module. Conversely, if 
a: C -+ R is a crossed R-module, Ker 8 is an R/8( Cf-module. 
Thus a crossed module is an “external ideal” and at the same time a 
“crossed” or “twisted” module, both aspects are important. Crossed 
modules of algebras where introduced, under a different name-“2-term 
extension”-by Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger in [4]. 
Suppose a: C -+ R is a crossed R-module and Y +’ C a function. We say 
C -+’ R is the free crossed R-module with basis v or, alternatively, on the 
function au: Y -+ R if it satisfies the following universal property: 
Given any crossed R-module 6: A + R and a function w: Y + A such 
that 6w=&, there is a unique morphism of crossed R-modules 
such that I& = w. 
Free crossed R-modules exist on all function f: Y + R with codomain R. 
The construction is as foilows: 
Suppose given f: Y + R. Let E = R+ [Y], the positively graded part of 
the polynomial ring on Y. f induces a morphism of R-algebras, 
defined on generators by 
e(Y) =f(v)* 
We define an ideal P in E (sometimes called by analogy with the group 
theoretic case, the Peiffer ideal relative to f) generated by the elements 
fP4 - @(PI 4: P? 4 E a. 
Clearly 8(P) = 0, so putting C = E/P, one obtains an induced morphism 
&C+R 
which is the required free crossed R-module on _t: 
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Given a crossed R-module a: C+ R, one obtains a 3-term complex of 
R/X-modules as follows: (We will write Z= 8C, B = R/Z.) 
The epimorphism R * B gives an exact sequence 
Z/Z2-+sZRik xRBR-+QBik-+O. 
C/C” maps down onto Z/Z” giving a complex of B-modules: 
L(d): 0 -+ Ker 8 + CJC2 -+ 9,,k x R B -+ 0. 
Specialising to the case when R is a polynomial k-algebra, k[X], and 8 a 
free crossed R-module on a function f: Y -+ R, one finds that chan~ng X 
and f does not change L(a) up to homotopy of complexes. In fact the 
homotopy type of L(a) in an invariant of the k-algebra B. This invariant 
was first introduced by Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger in [4] where one 
can find a proof of the homotopy invariance. They call this complex the 
cotangent complex of B over k and we will denote it by L,. The homology 
of L, gives the cotQ~ge~t f~nctor~ of 3. These correspond to the Andre- 
Quillen homology groups of B over k (see Andre [l, p. 2061). We will 
denote them by Hi(LBlk) = Hi(B/k), for short, ( = Hi(k, B, B) in Andre’s 
notation). 
We have Ho(B/k)=Q2,,, 
-H,( B/k) = Ker d n C2 
-If R -+ R is surjective with kernel Z, then H,(B/R) = Z/Z2. 
For a detailed study of these homology/cotangent functors we refer the 
reader to [4,7] and for a comprehensive treatment [ 11. The general 
elementary theory of crossed modules of algebras is described in some 
forthcoming notes [6] by the author of this article. 
2. FREE CROSSED MODULES AND KOSZUL HOMOLOGY 
(From now on R will always be a k-algebra with 1.) Suppose Y is a finite 
set, say Y= ( yi,..., y,, > and f: Y--f R a function. As before we let C +E R 
be the free crossed module on f, Z= aC. 
Lichtenbaum and Schlessinger [4] noted several links between the 
cotangent complex, LRIB, and the Koszul complex for the generators, 
f(yi) ,..., f(y,), of Z. Here we make this relationship more precise. 
Recall C = R + [Y-j/P and P is generated by the elements pq - 8(p) q. 
Clearly P is also generated by the elements ( yi yi -f(yi) yi 1~ i, i < a) 
hence every element of C can be represented by a linear form in R' [Y], 
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Of course & = C rJ( YJ. To investigate the extent that this representation 
is unique, we suppose C C,JI~E P. A general element of P has the form 
C 'ij(Y)(YiYj-f(Yi) .YiL 
so if 
the coefficients cxG( y) must all be constant, and satisfy c(~ = -aji and a, = 0 
for all i, j. 
Hence C c, y, = C cc&f(yJ yj - f(yj) y,). There is thus an epimorphism 
4: R”+C 
sending the ith basis element e, to yi + P. The kernel of this epimorphism is 
the image of the usual Koszul differential 
d: A=R”+ R”. 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 1. Given a free crossed R-module C +’ R on a function 
f: Y+R, with Y= {y Ir...r y,}, there are natural isomorphisms 
C g R”IIm d 
and Ker a 2 Hf is the first Koszul homology module on the set of generators 
f(y,) ,..., f(y,) for the ideal Z=X. 
PROPOSITION 2. rf, as above, Y = { y , ,..., y,} and a: C --f R is free on 
f: Y + R with I= aC, B = R/I, then there is a commutative diagram with 
exact rows and columns 
I I 
A2R” - I”-c=---+o 
I ” I 
A2R” ---+R”-C-O 
I 
0 
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COROLLARY. There is a natural isomorphism 
C/C’ z (R/Z)“. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose 
P’C riyj+ P 
q=CSjYj+ P 
are two elements of C, then 
P4=CriSjYiY,+P 
=Crisjf(Yi) Yj+p 
so pqe Im(l” + C), consequently C2 c Im(P -+ C). Now suppose p = 
C tiyi+ P with all tiEI. Z is generated by {f(Y,),..., f(y,)}, so there are 
elements aij such that 
Hence 
P=Caqf(Yj) Y,+P 
Thus 
=~(CaijY,)Y;+PEC2. 
1 i 
Ir-‘(c*)=JI. 
As Im(d: A*R” + R”) c I”, the result follows. 
We have therefore identified the cotangent complex L,, as being, up to 
homotopy, 
This exact sequence also occurs in [9] as follows: 
If, as here, Z is generated by n elements, there is an epimorphism 
B” + Z/Z* and hence an exact sequence 
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giving H as the syzygies of the first kind of I/I2 on the given set of 
generators. H is related to ZZF via an exact sequence 
0-+6(Z)+Hf+H+O. 
Much of the early part of [9] as well as parts of [8] are concerned with 
conditions ensuring that H= 0 or 6(Z) = 0. (If 6(Z) = 0, some authors say Z 
is syzygetic.) 
The module 6(Z) does not depend on the choice of generators. Several 
invariant descriptions of 6(Z) are given in [9]. Here we identify 6(Z) 
canonically. 
THEOREM. For any finitely generated ideal in a k-algebra R one has a 
natural ~somorph~sm 
d(Z) = H,(B/R). 
Proof: Using the above results, we have that relative to the given 
presentation of B as R/f with generators f( y,),..., f(y,) for Z, L,, is the 
complex 
and the non trivial map is the composed map 
as before. Hence Ker d= H,(B/R) as claimed. 
COROLLARY. Suppose R = k[X] a polynomial k-algebra on some finite 
set X, and I is a~nitely generated ideal in R, then 
6(1)~ H,(B/k). 
Proof. It is standard that H2( R/k) = H,( R/k) = 0 so H,(B/k)z 
ff,WW 
Remark. In the case R= k[X], of course the cotangent complex L, 
takes the form: 
0---+H~-#‘--J-,B’“+0 
where J is the Jacobian matrix of the polynomials~(yj~ with respect o the 
Xj. 
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FinaHy we note the following result which we feel may be useful. We 
have the exact sequence of B-modules 
which has appeared several times already. This determines a class [D J in 
Ext2,(H,WRh H,WW). 
PROPOSITION. The class [D] does not depend on the choice of generators 
for I. 
Proof: This is essentially Corollary 3.6 of Simis [8]. It is also an easy 
consequence of results on generalised Baer invariants (Friihlich [2] and 
Lue [S]). 
4. REMARKS 
The possible usefulness of the identification of 6(I) as a homology group 
can perhaps best be illustrated as follows: 
Simis and Vasconcelos [9] give an example in which R is a local 
Gorenstein ring of Krull dimension I and 2 is an ideal of height 1 generated 
by i+ 2 elements. They prove 
length(l/Z2) = dim R. length(R/Z) + length(d(l)) 
and mention that they suspect this indicates some, as yet uncovered 
duality, is at work. Since I/I’ is an H, and 6(Z) an H,, rewriting their 
equality as 
length(H2) - length( H, ) = -dim R * length(R/I), 
one may equally well suspect that another type of underlying result is at 
work here, namely some theory of the “Euler characteristic” of R/Z. What 
this theory may be is indicated by a result quoted by Andre [ 1, p. 2821. 
Under certain conditions (which seem to be that R is a local complete 
intersection with maximal ideal, I), one has 
dim.,,(H,) - dim.,,(H,) = -dim R. 
(To see that the conditions on fR, I) are as stated use Gulliksen’s theorem 
[3].) This suggests that relative versions of Andrt’s result may be possible. 
On a less deep level, one clearly has a large number of small results 
obtainable by a detailed comparison of the two approaches to 6(Z). A brief 
study of this suggests that the Koszul complex approach of Simis and 
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Vasconcelos should allow a large number of the H,‘s of algebras to be 
calculated. Spin off in the opposite direction seems, at least initially, less 
likely. This raises the problem of finding information on H,‘s and higher 
homology groups by using the Koszul complex or similar methods. 
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